Abstract

What are the motivations of writing this essay?
State 2 to 3 motivations
What are the goals of doing this?
List and describe briefly one to two goals
What is the idea of this essay?
Describe briefly.
List and discuss briefly 2 or 3 major findings OR Major Impacts Or Major Benefits

1. Introduction

List and define key words in the topic of the essay
Tie the key words together
State the layout of the article

2. What do we mean by Complete and most likely Accurate?
Describe briefly criteria for model to be complete by examples
Use Stable Model Pattern if possible
Use illustrations if possible.

3. Traditional Model and Complete Issue
Show a TM model and explain why it is not complete
Show a SSM model and explain why it is complete
Compare

4. Discussion and Analysis
Right/Wrong
Abstraction
Impacts

5. Conclusions
Write a summary for this article

6. References
1-2 References .. Make sure they are cited within the text of the essay